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The E-Z Reach E-Z Drive container tilters promote huge improvements in worker productivity and safety by 
positioning wire baskets and other large industrial containers to the worker  

and with the powered mobility make transporting a load effortless. 
 

Whether transporting a loaded container across the aisle or across the plant, the E-Z Reach E-Z Drive  
eliminates the need for manual pushing & pulling associated with container tilters. 

 
 

 Transport and tilt containers >>>>   A single machine to serve both needs 
 
 Accel/decel for powered drive >>>>  Gives operator ease of control for positioning into tight places 
 
 “Belly button” stop >>>>    If the E-Z Reach E-Z Drive is backing up and the handle 

contacts the operator, this button reverses the direction for  
operator safety 

 
 Automatic brake >>>>    When drive is not in use, the brake is engaged holding the 

E-Z Reach E-Z Drive in position 
     

 Increased accessibility >>>>   As a single machine it reduces the work station floor space required 
for loading and unloading 

  
 Two batteries - 85 amp hr. total >>>>   Plenty of storage life in these deep cycle marine style batteries 

to reduce the need for constant recharging 
 

 Tilt arc also elevates >>>>    Container bottom is raising as it tilts - continually reducing 
the “reach-over”  

 
 Traverse interlock >>>>    Only operates when steering arm is in the 36” to 42” range – 

prevents inadvertent operation 
 

 Key operated control >>>>    Gives operator complete control and disables all electrical 
in the off position 

 
 Low pressure hydraulic system >>>>   Reduces the possibility of system leakage and promotes  

       long seal life 
 
 Lift cylinder vented to reservoir >>>>   All hydraulic systems eventually seep, ours tells you 
        before the floor gets oily 
 
 Heavy duty, wire braid hoses >>>>  Burst strengths which are 400% greater than the 

operating pressure 
  
 One year parts & labor warranty >>>>  One of the strongest warranties in the industry - 

backed by the best reputation 
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